
Connecting spaces, places and people



Our Mission
Imagine, if it was possible to predict the busy footfall 

areas globally, and use this to shape the future of the 

built world?!

We want to help people explore places, discover local 

businesses and personalise their experience.

Data Duopoly is building the "waze" for people in places. 

We connect spaces, places and people together using 

data and AI. 



The ProblemThe Problem

Visitors find it hard 
to explore places 

and discover 
experiences 

relevant to them

Businesses struggle 
to connect to their 
target customers 

and lose revenue as 
a result 

There is a lack 
of data to understand 
visitor movements in a 

place, leading to 
suboptimal strategies 
by councils, shopping 

centres and the 
construction 

sector.

The problem faced by high streets, 
destinations and shopping centres



The Problem

We provide 
personalised

suggestions of where 
to explore next based 
on live location data

We provide a 
platform for 

businesses  to 
connect with 

visitors nearby

We collect and 
analyse data on 

visitor movements, 
giving this back to 

the place itself

For Users For our customers

Our Solution = XplorIT



We create localised ”google maps” for spaces 

and places to personalise the experience for 

visitors.

What XplorIT
looks like for 
our users



XplorIT gives powerful location 
data insights to our customers

Visitor flow optimisation

Data for better operational 
and strategic planning, and 

for evidence-based 
investment 

Predictive footfall



Case Study 

We provide individual dashboards for multiple retail and visitor attraction venues 

within the Tin Coast area to enable local businesses to benefit from tourism in 

the area. We have 30 active businesses using our platform in the area.

Connecting visitors, businesses and the National Trust together

We provide valuable data insights into ‘dwell’ time, ‘busyness’ and location 

data to show visitor flow, which gives venues the information they need to 

make informed operational and long term strategic decisions.

Data driven insights for businesses and the National Trust 

>1700 
downloads

>30 
businesses 
using the 
platform

4.5/5 stars on 
the app store



Early-stage investor and 

board member. Formerly a 

lawyer specialising in 

Corporate Finance and M&A.

Claudine Ang

Investor, board member 

and engineer with 25+ 

years business 

management experience.

Alun Morgan

Senior Investment Manager 

at Launchpad and Chartered 

Financial Analyst.

Adrian Scales

Advisor , CEO of Creative 

Land Trust, NED of CIOS 

LEP and Ex-CEO of the 

Eden Project.

Gordon Seabright

Team

Tanuvi Ethunandan
CEO and Founder
A Chartered Accountant from EY, and Cambridge 

University Economics graduate, Tanuvi is obsessed with 

data. She is passionate about the power of spatial data to 

influence people’s behaviours. She leads the business and 

financial strategy at Data Duopoly, working with an 

experienced team of software developers and a UI/UX 

designer to bring the product to life.. 
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Our Fundraising 
Roadmap

3

2

1

• Pilot with the Eden Project.

• First paying client with the National Trust Partnership.

• £250k fundraising round closed.

• Product milestone: 3m accuracy for location tracking 

indoors and outdoors, API ready.

Incorporation and Pre-Seed

• Market pull to high streets and refocus of business.

• Pilot with Falmouth High Street.

• Freemium model with Shared Prosperity Funded BIDs.

• Target: 50 towns using our platform, with a ARR £1m.

• Product milestone: Prediction of localised busy 

spaces with a confidence of 80% +.

Seed round

Series A

1

2

3

• Data-aaS model for the construction industries.

• Target: 5 shopping centres in the UK using our 

platform.

• Product milestone: Personalised incentives to 

increase relevant footfall reaching an success rate of 

50%.



Target Location Operators
(to integrate our API)

Target Businesses
(to engage with with our API)

Target Users of Data
(Data-aaS)

1. The c.200 Locations with active Business 
Improvement Districts (BIDs) in the UK. 

2. Shopping centres in the UK:
1. Target Intu
2. Target Westfield

3. Shopping centres in the USA.

1. Obtain list from BIDs or shopping centre
2. Upload to our platform [automated from .csv 

file]
3. Send initial e-mail asking for particular 

promotions [automated from platform]
4. Retailer website scraped to find existing 

promotions and events to include onto 
platform

1. Data ‘moat’ captured, and insights from our 
real-time footfall data are shared with the 
construction sector, to help companies win 
bids in the public sector, leveraging real-time 
data for KPIs.

2. Data shared with town consultants to drive 
evidence-based investment in built 
environments.

1. Location database grows, building our ‘moat’.
2. Campaigns with high profile “levelling up”. 

agenda supporters to help rejuvenate the 
high street.

3. Organic growth via case studies.
4. Key trade events attended.
5. Networking effects from shopping centre

groups.

1. Business database grows, building our ‘moat’.
2. Linkage from our database to centra.l

BID/shopping centre one to ensure it is up-to-
date.

3. Automated messaging to encourage retailers 
to share events/what's-on – link to 
gamification on their web dashboard.

1. Our predictive model becomes more 
accurate, as it’s increasingly trained with 
data from places.

2. Our database ‘moat’ allows us to become 
the supplier of real-time footfall data.

GTM
ONBOARDING GROWTH POTENTIAL



Competitive Landscape

Footfall Tracking requiring 
expensive hardware

Footfall tracking with 
minimal hardware

Directory Listing Intelligent recommendations 
for what to explore

There is a growing desire for businesses and 
places to analyse location data and nudge visitor 
flow.

Our competitors either focus on the user 
experience or the data collection. We uniquely 
address the needs of both in one platform.

We see the power in collecting localised data to 
nudge visitor movements. We are the localised 
“google maps” bringing crowd-sourced location 
data (like waze did for traffic) to a place.

Our development is centred around our API, 
which can integrate with existing apps or our 
own white-label app solution to expand our 
reach.



The Market
There are c.7,000 high streets in the UK

Represented by over 200 BIDs in the UK, 
with budgets ranging from £200k - £1m +

Building on this, the UK shopping centre
market which is valued at £7.8bn 

Globally the shopping centre market is 
valued at £4,380bn with a CAGR of 5.9%

This is our landing 
spot, we are focused 
on high streets with 

an active BID



Data Analysis Reports

Add-On features

SaaS revenue model

Monetisation

We offer our limited version of our API to towns 

and high street for free, and then offer a ‘data 

share’ model. Enhanced insights are charged 

under a Data-aaS model.

Freemium

We offer our enhanced API,  designed for the 

private retail sector. We offer a personalised 

data insights package under a Data-aaS model.

Premium

We own the location data gathered from our 

platform and will monetise this by providing this to 

other industries, starting with the construction and

architectural industries under a Dara-aaS model.

Location based MetaData



We are developing our predictive 

algorithm to suggest relevant 

places based on people’s past 

location. We provide personalised 

micro google maps to places. With 

further funding we will be iterating 

our rules based algorithm, and 

random forest predictive AI. 

“Google Maps already 
provides this for visitors”

We provide an API which provides our 

technology to sit under an existing 

app. Our data dashboard will allow 

integrations from other data sources 

to build a more complete picture of 

live visitor location. We also provide a 

promotion pack and support to 

ensure people know about our new 

app in a place!

“Data gathered relies 
on app downloads”

.

“The public sector is cash 
constrained”

Obstacles we currently face 
and are overcoming

We are targeting the BIDs within 

councils, which currently collect a 

business levy from their  members, 

which allocates funds to drive footfall 

to stores. This is where we come in! 

We are also aligned with the 

Government’s ‘rejuvenation of the 

high streets’ agenda.



Spotlight



Join our journey
We are raising £750k to fuel our growth, offering our ‘data share’ model to 

targeted consumer facing applications, to build our location database to provide 

our Data-aaS to the construction and architectural sectors.

We will be onboarding a data 
scientist to build our predicitive
model about location’s footfall.

We will develop our automation 
processes, including web 
scraping to build our business 
directory listing for ‘what’s on’ 
and ‘offers’.

We will be rolling out our 
freemium model across town 
BIDs nationwide, to capture 
footfall data.

We will be working with BIDs 
and shopping centres to iterate 
our data dashboard to deliver 
the most relevant insights from 
our data.



Our Ask

We want to speak to 
LEPs, BIDs or 

councils about how 
we can help

Try our pilot in 
Falmouth and let us 
know your feedback

We will be opening 
our fundraise after 
our pilot launch so 

let’s start a 
conversation now

info@dataduopoly.com

www.dataduopoly.com


